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Context: Entertainment Supply Chains

- **Licensors & Distributors**
- **Localisation Studios**
- **Certifications Bodies**
- **Public Domain Sources**
- **Content Producers**

- **Rights Management**
- **Catalogue Management**
- **Asset Management**
- **Localisation Management**
- **Content Scheduling**
- **Packaging & Preparation**
- **Delivery & Protection**

- **D2C Platforms**
- **VOD Platforms**
- **Channel Operators**

- **Metacritic**
- **IMDB**
- **Rotten Tomatoes**
- **TIVO**
- **Gracenote**

- **Point-to-Point Integrations**
- **Custom-Built Legacy Applications**
- **Absence of Documentation**
- **No-API Applications**
- **Inconsistent Data Structures**
- **On-Premise Applications**
- **Monolithic Applications**
- **Mixed Integration Technologies**
- **Departed Knowledge Experts**

**Context:**

Entertainment Supply Chains
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EIDR ID

10.5240/03BC-70F7-13CC-AD62-9551-8
LA BELVA COL MITRA • ORIGINAL TITLE ITA
BEAST WITH A GUN • ALT WW ENG
MAD DOG KILLER • ALT ENG
THE HUMAN BEAST • ALT USA DVD ENG
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SUPERCINE

UNIQUE DATA
DUPLICATED DATA
EIDR Demonstration

- Title matching
- Title registration
- Edit EIDRs
- Bulk matching
show skeletons

updates

instantly create full show hierarchy in meta
inherit all metadata
third party updates
retrospective enrichment